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5 Whiteboard Misconceptions
It’s that time of the day again: the clock finally beeps
that your eight minutes of torture are up; you slam the
barbell down, sweat raining into your eyes and blurring
your vision; and you stumble to the whiteboard. Trying
to regain your breath, you do some preliminary
analysis: Well, Mike finished 30 seconds faster than
me, but then again he didn’t do the Rx weights. Damn,
Taylor beat my time! But did she really? I mean, we all
know how she “counts.”
CrossFit is as much about the community of likeminded people you get to interact with as it is about
being the fittest on earth, or whatever.The whiteboard
is a central part of the CrossFit experience. Whether
your box uses a traditional whiteboard with dry erase
markers or the fancy virtual ones that chart your
progress, it’s been ingrained in you from day one that
you record your scores after every workout. It’s
probably second nature for you to check the clock as
soon as you drop your last snatch to make sure you
catch your time, down to the second, so you can get
your score on the board and see how you did
compared to everyone else.

So you use the whiteboard daily, but do you ever stop
to think about what it’s really there for? Here are five
misconceptions about the CrossFit whiteboard and
some suggestions for how you should really be looking
at it.

!1.

The whiteboard is there so I can compare
myself to everyone else.
What is it about CrossFit that makes it so different
from other workout programs? Is it the goofy gear
you get to wear or the fact that you now have an
extensive collection of selfies taken with barbells in
the background? I guess it is for some people. But if
you ask most people what they love so much about
the CrossFit atmosphere, they’ll probably tell you it’s
the awesome sense of camaraderie they get to bask
in every time they walk in the door. CrossFit is as
much about the community of like-minded people
you get to interact with as it is about being the fittest
on earth, or whatever. So the notion that the
whiteboard exists mainly for you to compare
yourself to the other athletes is a little contradictory.
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2. I thought I was counting right, but now that I see Timmy’s score I
obviously miscalculated. I’ll just say I did the same reps as he did.
Grrr. Stop doing this immediately. Quit using your “inability to count right” to
justify cheating. You counted right. For whatever reason, Timmy got more reps.
So be it. Be honest with yourself and your fellow athletes and put up your real
score. Nobody likes a cheater, and sooner or later — whether it be in
competition or just being called out in a WOD — your buddies are going to
realize what you’re up to. It’s much better to be honest than to be embarrassed
when competition time comes and everyone is shocked that you couldn’t really
do 140 burpees in seven minutes. Be real.

!3. Sally did Rx weight, so obviously that means I have to too.

Obviously nothing. Sally might have 30 pounds on you, or she might have
started training two years before you’d even heard of CrossFit.
Disregard Sally and her superhuman abilities for a minute and focus on you.
Are you ready to do the weight or the movement Rx? If you’re on the fence,
the best thing you can do is consult your coach. But remember he probably
has 100 other athletes so don’t just run up and go, “How much should I lift?”
Bring him your most recent numbers for that specific lift or movement and let
him know what you’ve done in the past, and go from there. Whatever you do,
do it with the confidence that it’s a choice you made based on your abilities.
Don’t worry about the choices others made to suit their fitness goals. You don’t
need other people’s whiteboard victories to dictate your decisions.

!4. Last time we did back squats I did MORE than I did this time! I’m

obviously a failure and am losing all my gains.
Oh, please. The whiteboard is an inanimate thing. It can’t judge whether or not
you’re getting better — only you can do that. Maybe the last time you did back
squats you had eaten perfectly all day, no cheats, plenty of fats and good
carbs to help give you the explosive power to crank out some heavy back
squats, but this time you had a rough day at work, got stuck in traffic, got to
CrossFit five minutes late and were running on coffee and a protein bar from
four hours ago. The whiteboard doesn’t know any of that, so all it’s going to
show you is you lifted less this time. Quit being so hard on yourself. Everyone
has the occasional day of complete Crap in the Box. Don’t completely
disregard it —remember what happened that day and try to avoid those
mistakes in the future — but don’t beat yourself up over it either. You’ll have
another chance to back squat weight that would put the Hulk to shame.

!5. I have something to prove and I’m going to use the whiteboard to do

that.
No you’re not. Prove yourself out there on the floor. Prove yourself in the final
moments of a crushing WOD, as the sweat pours from every crevice of your
exhausted body, in the moment when it would be so much easier to quit or to
get hit by a car or something.

!Prove yourself when you really do lose count of your reps and you start

over to preserve the integrity of your workout. Prove it by no repping
yourself when you know you didn’t get low enough or get your chin over
the bar, even if no one else is watching you and calling you out.
Prove it in the real, tangible progress you make every day that you throw
everything you’ve got into being the best athlete you can be. That’s what
shows, at the end of the day. After you’ve done that, the number you write on
the board is practically irrelevant.into being the best athlete you can be. That’s
what shows, at the end of the day. After you’ve done that, the number you
write on the board is practically irrelevant.

via Tabata Times

STRAWBERRY LEMONADE
Ingredients:
- 1 1/2 cups lemon juice (about 8-10 lemons)!
- 8 cups water!
- 3/4 - 1 1/4 cup raw honey (depending on
how sweet you like your lemonade)!
- 1 pint strawberries, washed and stems
removed!

!

Equipment:!
- Cutting board!
- Kitchen knife!
- Citrus juicer!
- Food processor!
- Medium saucepan!
- Pitcher!
- Stirring spoon

!

Directions:	

1. Squeeze the lemon juice and prepare the
strawberries.!
2. Puree the strawberries in a food processor
until smooth.!
3. In a medium saucepan over medium-high
heat, combine lemon juice, 1 cup of water, the
raw honey and the strawberries. Bring just to a
boil, stirring to make sure it is well combined.!
4. Pour the remaining 7 cups of water into a
pitcher. Add the lemon-strawberry mixture and
stir to combine. Taste the lemonade to see if it
needs any modifications. If too sweet, add a
little more water and lemon juice. If too sour
add a little more water and raw honey. If too
plain add more lemon and honey.!
5. Refrigerate for a few hours until chilled.
Serve over ice.... or just chug it straight from
the pitcher in the fridge. I won’t tell anyone.!

!

via Paleo Cupboard

HELPFUL HINTS!
• Make sure you choose a raw
honey that doesn't have a strong
flavour to it because it will
overpower the drink.
• The lemonade tastes better after
you let it sit in the fridge and fully
chill, so let it hang out for a few
hours and do its thing.

!

When did you start CrossFit?

BRIAN BREAU

!

Completed fundamentals at the end of May 2012, my 1st
actual class was May 31, 2012. 	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

!
Do you have an athletic background?
I’ve played lots of sports growing up, but hockey has been
the main one that I have stuck with. I still play year round. I
try to ski and mountain bike as much as I can.	


!
What made you decide to join?

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  

I was looking for a way to improve my fitness so I could
continue to enjoy the sports I like to play (and not have to resort
to golf for an activity before I retire). Plus I wanted to be able to
keep up with 2 active teenage boys.	


!

Were you a member at another gym before? How
does CFM compare?

!

I’ve had memberships that I would use for a couple of
weeks at a time and then stop going for a month at a time.
I also have a bunch of exercise equipment that I don’t use
at home.	


!
Do you remember your first WOD?
It was 8 rounds of 30 second handstand holds and 20 DU’s.
I scaled it to overhead hold and single unders. I do
remember my hands going numb because of lack of
mobility in my wrists.	


!

Stats
-CrossFitting
since May/12"
-Deadlift: 350#"
-Back Squat: 295#"
-Snatch: 155#"
-C & J: 215#"

!

What are your goals? Have you
reached any yet?

!

I did the Tough Mudder in Montreal last
summer with the group from CFM. I
didn’t train for it other than Crossfit.
My main goals have always been to stay
healthy and fit. I judge that by how I
feel mostly on ski trips with the family. 	


!
!
!
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Describe the atmosphere at
CFM
The atmosphere at Crossfit Moncton
is awesome. It’s what keeps me coming
back. I’ve been to several different
Crossfit boxes when I travel and it has
been a positive experience every time,
but CFM is the best. We have great
coaching and super positive members.
It’s a fun place to work out. 	


!
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What do you tell someone who is hesitant to try CF?
Most of the time when I’m describing Crossfit I notice I use the word fun often.
At our gym you’ll have fun, be continuously challenged and learn new stuff, while
working out with a group positive people motivating you.	

What’s your favourite lift? What’s your favourite WOD?

!

I really enjoy both Olympic lifts. So I like shorter WODs with either Snatches or Clean
& Jerks - like Grace or Isabel. 	
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Interested in joining?

!

Come try a FREE workout on
Saturday morning at 9am. Leave
your money at home. We don’t
want to sell you anything; we
just want you to feel the
difference CrossFit can make.

!
!
Contact Kevin Wood at
info@crossfitmoncton.com to
confirm your FREE session, or
call (506) 962-0710.

!
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